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OUR MISSION 

A leading organization that provides strength, hope, and healing to those affected by addictions and 

related mental health challenges.  

 

OUR VISION 

Within a recovery community we help build a pathway where individuals and families can achieve wellbeing and 

happiness. 

 

OUR VALUES 

• Integrity 

• Accountability 

• Innovation 

• Passion 

• Diversity 

 

 
CONTACT US 

 

 

THORPE RECOVERY CENTRE 

PO Box 291 

21060 Tranquility Way 

Blackfoot, AB T0B 0L0 

 
T: 780.875.8890 

TF: 1.877.875.8890 

F: 780.875.2161 

E: info@thorperecoverycentre.org 

W: thorperecoverycentre.org 
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             COVID-19 REGULATIONS 

 

As a licensed facility under the Mental Health Service Providers Act, the Thorpe Recovery Centre is 

sanctioned under CMOH Order 27-2020 as of July 3, 2020. The regulations within the order are to 

preserve the health and safety of those we serve, staff, volunteers, and our surrounding communities.  

 

Operations of the Thorpe Recovery Centre have adapted to comply with the pandemic response. Your 

observance and adherence to these guidelines is mandatory.  
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 WELCOME TO THE THORPE RECOVERY CENTRE 

ABOUT US 

OUR HISTORY 

Even in 1974, the need for addiction treatment in Lloydminster and area was apparent. Through 

collaboration between the Lloydminster Hospital Board, the provinces of Alberta and Saskatchewan, and 

local Alcoholics Anonymous (A.A.) advocates including Slim Thorpe and Ron Harris Sr., a solution was 

found. Out of the abandoned Nurses’ Residence, rose the Walter A. “Slim” Thorpe Recovery Centre, named 

after the prominent A.A. advocate and businessman who was thoroughly integrated into the community. 

 

 
Within the Nurses’ Residence, the Centre opened in 1975 as a 2-bed detoxification unit. Through the years 

it evolved to accommodate more clients, and the demand to treat the root causes of addiction. In 1988, the 

Centre built a larger facility to accommodate up to 30 clients and developed programming that served the 

community need until 2012. 

 
Further demand for treatment inspired a large campaign to build a state-of-the-art facility to provide the best 

care possible for a greater number of people. Today, operating as the Thorpe Recovery Centre (TRC), the 

organization rests in the rural hamlet of Blackfoot, Alberta. Just 10km west of Lloydminster, this 72-bed 

facility provides holistic addiction treatment for chemical and process dependencies (drugs, alcohol, 

gambling, sex, and disordered eating). Our programming has developed to coincide with evidence-based 

research in the field of addiction treatment, culminating to where we are today — treating the individual and 

their family on four platforms: biological, social, psychological, and spiritual. 

 
Always growing, ever-changing, client focus remains as it has from day one: they are at the heart of what 

we do. 
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ACCREDITATION 

We are proudly an accredited residential addictions treatment centre.  

Accreditation is one of the most effective ways for healthcare service 

organizations to regularly and consistently examine and improve the 

quality of their services. Healthcare organizations that participate in 

Accreditation Canada's Qmentum Program are evaluating their 

performance against best-practice national standards of excellence. 

These standards examine all aspects of care, from client safety and 

ethics to staff training and partnering with the community. 

 
This ensures that we, as an organization, devote time and resources 

to continuously improve what we are doing so we can provide the 

best possible care and service to our clients. 

 

Accreditation Canada’s clients also include Alberta and Saskatchewan Health Services. Programs are 

developed in close consultation with healthcare experts and feature customized programs geared to 

organizational priorities and comprehensive performance measures. 

 

OUR FACILITY 

• Nestled just outside the hamlet of Blackfoot, Alberta, and ten minutes west of Canada’s only border 

city, Lloydminster. We truly feel we have an ideal location, in the heart of the prairies. 

 

• Our 34 acres of rural property full of rolling lawns, poplars and speckled with evergreens also 

features: 

• Two tranquillity ponds 

• Outdoor volleyball and half-court basketball courts 

• An outdoor barbeque station 

• Fire pits for fellowship on crisp fall evenings and summer nights 

 
• This serene atmosphere gives the opportunity you need to focus on your own health and wellness 

and begin your recovery journey. 

 
• 54,000 ft2 facility. 

o 72 beds in total, with 48 Residential Treatment, 12 Medically Supported Detox, 12 Intensive 

Programming. 

o All common areas have tall ceilings and lots of natural light providing a space for gathering 

together or quiet reflection. 

o Full-size gymnasium and fitness rooms are utilized for daily scheduled recreation. 

o Residential dorm rooms are semi-private, double occupancy spaces with wardrobes, 

desks, single beds and a shared bathroom. 

o Our centralized Nurses’ Station, med room and Detox area are easily accessible from both 

the inpatient and intensive programming sides of the building. 

o Thorpe has a number of meeting and lecture areas built to accommodate various size 

groups. 
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              PROGRAMS WE OFFER 

OUR THERAPEUTIC MODEL 

Our addictions treatment approach is based on the therapeutic community model with core self-help 

principles and individual counselling and case management. We offer a psychologically and physically safe 

residential program in a positive peer culture environment. We believe that the inherent strengths of our 

clients are the basis of their recovery. The supportive therapeutic community environment helps clients 

discover these strengths and is therefore conducive to personal development. 

 
The program’s focus builds on the client’s strengths through a 

process of social learning based competency acquisition. 

Treatment planning is participatory, with clients setting 

priorities. It is also inclusive; encouraging participation from 

both partners and family members as well as the network of 

service providers involved. Counselling, case management and 

individual treatment planning are central to the treatment 

process. It provides a continuum of care and offers constant 

support to the residents and their families. The treatment 

programs consist of a series of social contracts entered into by 

the individual with the Thorpe community, whereby the 

individual agrees to discuss the issues that he/she is currently 

working on. The community provides guidance and 

encouragement while supporting the individual's efforts to meet 

the obligations that have been set and to achieve his/her goals. 

 
We employ a number of therapeutic techniques, including role modelling, a system of upward social 

mobility, group and individual counselling, along with collaborative treatment planning. We also employ 

current industry best practices in the context of a residential rehabilitation environment. 

 

PEER MENTORSHIP 

The Thorpe Recovery Centre functions with a system of peer mentors, or leaders, who provide support to 

their cohort. Peer mentors are involved in helping their peers make more appropriate choices during their 

time in treatment through sharing stories, experiences and problem-solving. 

The peer mentors are also building upon their leadership skills, which gives them a foundation to be able 

to help others in their recovery. Mentors promote the shared values of the Thorpe Recovery Centre through: 

• Self-direction 

• Empowerment 

• Giving back 

• Being a leader/participating 

• Feedback and direction 

• Choice 

• Keeping recovery first 

• Being authentic 

 
We offer a 

psychologically 

and physically 

safe residential 

program in a 

positive peer 

culture 

environment. 
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Mentors are supporting their peers and the Thorpe Recovery Centre by providing invaluable, available 

support to their peers through their own treatment experience. They are required to provide support, 

guidance and feedback with empathy, care and acceptance while encouraging others to gain confidence 

when choosing recovery-focused behaviours. 

 
The clinical team meets weekly to discuss client behaviours and participation to elect new peer mentors. 

 

CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY TREATMENT 

Our chemical dependency treatment programs are for adults 18 and older. We welcome anyone with the 

desire to make a positive change. Community support model creates an agency of connectedness that you 

can rely on throughout your journey. You will learn how to reach out for help, and extend a helping hand to 

others, using your personal experience and talents to be an active member of your community.  

 

Connection is the opposite of addiction, which is why we work within the community setting. Our 

community model includes frequent meetings of Thorpe Team Members and those we serve to celebrate 

each other’s successes, address safety concerns, and hold each other accountable. Peer mentors are 

elected to be leaders within the groups and assist those who are new to the programming. We also 

encourage processing information and assignments in groups to foster connections. Altogether this 

improves your ability to communicate effectively, become accountable, and build healthy relationships with 

others. 

MEDICALLY SUPPORTED DETOX 

Deciding to stop using drugs or alcohol is a courageous decision. The time it takes for substance to leave 

your body can take 1 or more weeks, and often, the experience is unpleasant and drives the urge to use 

again. We offer a withdrawal support program we call, Medically Supported Detox; this is a safe 

environment for those who are in the initial stages of their recovery journey. We provide suitable and safe 

interventions to alleviate the worst of the symptoms which may include tremors, nausea, fatigue, and 

headaches. Everyone’s detox experience is different, and our team of addiction and medical professionals 

will work to ensure your needs are met.  

 

Although our programming is abstinence-based, we do see the value of using non-addictive medications 

to reduce the discomfort of detox symptoms. Each person’s medical needs are assessed and medications 

are administered appropriately and may include opioid agonist therapy (OAT).  

 

RESIDENTIAL ADDICTION TREATMENT PROGRAM 

Whether you have just started out on your journey, or have been exploring for a while, a residential 

treatment program is a great opportunity to learn how you can maintain your recovery.  

Your own treatment plan is established during your Transition phase into the program. During this time, you 

will participate in assessments that will help our team work with you to find your greatest areas of need. 

The treatment plan will include assignments, readings, and other activities for you to meet your recovery 

goals.  

 

Our 42+ day program is a fast-paced track to assess what you need to feel whole, and gaining the tools to 

reach those goals in healthy ways. Included in your program are educational sessions where you learn 

about addictive behaviours, its impact on your life, and how to alter your mindset to face challenges. You 

will process what you learn as a group, and work in small groups to tackle your personal assignments, 

based on your own treatment plan.  Some of your experience will need to be retrospective to understand 

what causes your behaviours, and it will be uncomfortable, but our dedicated and educated team will be 
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here to help you every step of the way. Each day you will face challenges from within, or from the community 

and you will learn to use the people and resources around you to find the courage to push past adversity.  

 

Programming is a mix of a standard set schedule that includes recreation, educational sessions, and group 

activities alongside time for individual assignments and growth. Our goal is to provide a holistic experience 

for each person to heal in a way that is meaningful to them within our community model. The daily structure 

will aid to instill positive habits, such as making your bed, cleaning up after yourself, and being on-time for 

appointments and activities. These will prepare you for your long-term recovery—for by taking care of the 

little things, the bigger things are much more manageable. 

 

PROCESS ADDICTIONS 

A process addiction is a compulsive behaviour, such as gambling, sex addiction, disordered eating, 

and spending addictions. These activities become all-consuming, destroying the individual’s 

personal care, lifestyle, and overall sense of happiness. An individual with chemical dependency 

may also have a process addiction. At Thorpe, we focus on two specific process addictions: 

gambling and sex addiction. As a part of the standardized assessment process, the individual is 

screened for both of these areas. If identified as having one or both of these process addictions, 

the individual’s treatment plan will be modified to provide additional support to deal with these areas 

in addition to the chemical dependency program. 

 

CONTINUING CARE 

There is no quick fix for addictions or mental health disorders. The 

42+ days spent in a treatment facility is the beginning of a much 

longer journey. We like to look at continuing care as an investment 

in your future, a way to build on your treatment facility success and 

transitional support navigating back into everyday life. Studies 

show that individuals are 65-70% more likely to remain sober over 

a 5-year period with 2 or more forms of aftercare. Whether it be a 

Recovery Support Group (12-Step or S.M.A.R.T.), group or 

individual counselling, or sober living through a safe house, it is 

vital to one’s future to have a plan after treatment. Think of coming 

out of treatment like waking up from a coma and trying to navigate 

back into a society that has gone on without you. It can be 

confusing, tricky to navigate, uncontrollable, stressful, triggering, 

and celebratory. Because of this, studies show that relapse is most 

common within the first 90 days after treatment so most 

importantly, you’ll need support. Continuing Care is the third phase 

in Thorpe Recovery Centre’s treatment process.  

 

Think of Detox like elementary school, Residential Treatment like high school, and Continuing Care like a 

university. Detox will get you clean, Residential will teach you the basic tools, and continuing care will help 

pull everything together. 

 
The Continuing Care Program offers once a week, online, process group counselling support that is familiar 

to you. The weekly session allows clients to have accountability to their peers, relate experiences, warn 

 

 
Relapse is most 

common within 

the first 90 days 

after treatment… 

you’ll need 

support. 
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about relapse signs, and offer encouragement through each other’s recovery. All Residential Alumni are 

offered 3 months of Continuing Care to help them on their recovery journey.  

 

SUPPORT PROGRAMS 

The Family Intensive and Thorpkins Children's Program are invaluable resources to anyone who is 

impacted by a loved one's addictive behaviour. You can participate at any time; having a loved one in 

treatment at TRC is not necessary to get the full benefits of these programs. 

NOTE: The format and scheduling of support programs is currently affected by COVID-19. These will 

occur upon direction (and as approved) from Alberta Health Services.  

 

FAMILY INTENSIVE 

The Thorpe Recovery Centre’s Family Intensive is designed to help families learn new ways to live with 

addiction in their lives, regardless if your loved one is in a treatment program with us or not. It further 

provides friends and family with an opportunity to enter into their own journey of healing and begin to 

experience hope and recovery. 

 
Led by Certified Addictions Counsellors, the Family Intensive will provide information and techniques that 

promote recovery for both the family and the addict. It can be incredibly confusing for someone who is not 

addicted to understanding someone else’s addictive behaviour; therefore, the Family Intensive provides an 

opportunity for clients and their families, as well as families who have loved ones in active addiction to gain 

a better understanding of their family of origin and current family systems, and begin healing together. 

 

Family Intensives are presently being held in an online format (3 day program) via Zoom, until approval is 

received to resume this program on site.  

 

 

THORPKINS CHILDREN’S PROGRAM  

Addiction is a disease that affects the entire family dynamic including finances, relationships, and most 

importantly, the development of children. Children of addicted homes can often be manipulated, emotionally 

or physically abused or neglected, and even feel like they are the one to blame for the disease/behaviour. 

Experiencing addictive behaviour, without proper understanding or coping skills, can be overwhelming and 

 

 

 
The Thorpe Recovery Centre’s Children’s Program for children aged 

7-12 years is an opportunity for children to address the addiction in 

their family and focus on understanding and recovery. 
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confusing for a child. Research indicates that children who grow up in addictive homes are 8 times more 

likely to develop an addiction themselves. Moreover, children who are abused are likely to abuse their own 

children or siblings, which can also catalyze substance abuse in youth. Unfortunately, children in additive 

homes are often the first hurt, and the last helped, as they generally do not get assistance until their adult 

years in their own addiction treatment setting. 

 
The Thorpe Recovery Centre’s Children’s Program for children aged 7-12 years is an opportunity for 

children to address the addiction in their family and focus on understanding and recovery. 

 
The 3-day workshop consists of age-appropriate activities that include role-playing, games, art, and 

educational activities that help to explain what addiction is, how it is not their fault, how to ask for help, how 

to communicate effectively with their family, and how to practice self-care. In this environment, children feel 

safe and are able to express their feelings and are supported by our licensed counsellors to process their 

emotions. The overall goal is to mitigate the negative impact addiction has on the entire family and promote 

healing for all. 

 
It is important that at least one safe adult from the child’s everyday environment participates in the Children’s 

Program; this is because the bonds and attachment in an addictive family can be severely distorted (no 

matter how much the adults may deny it). 

 
A safe adult is someone who is not in active addiction. The safe adult who participates in the Program can 

be the parent or other family members (sibling, grandparent, guardian, social worker) who may be in active 

addiction or who is in active recovery. The adult(s) must be stable and be able to discuss issues with other 

family members courteously in order to best address the needs of the child. To provide a safe space for all 

participants, no one in active addiction is permitted to participate in the Program. 

 

NOTE: The Thorpkin’s Children’s Program is not running at this time due to COVID-19 concerns, but we 

are hoping these will be resumed in late fall – depending on direction from Alberta Health Services.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Visit our website: 

thorperecoverycentre.org for upcoming 

Family Support Program dates. 
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             SETTLING IN 
 

BEFORE YOUR ARRIVE 

WHAT TO BRING: 

 One suitcase and one backpack. 

 Two pieces of ID (one photo ID), Provincial Health Care card or number, and benefits provider/card 

info. 

 All approved medications in blister-packs. Quantities should last the extent of your programming.  

 Earplugs or a white noise machine (for light sleepers) 

 Personal hygiene items. Scented or alcohol based products are not permitted.  

 Pillow (optional). 

 Reading material for free time (e.g., 12-Step or other recovery reading material). Books will be 

reviewed by TRC staff for treatment appropriateness. Books with violence, sexual content, or 

substance use will not be permitted. 

 Clear water bottle and/or clear travel mug with a lid. 

 Pen and paper or journal 

 Casual, modest and comfortable clothing, weather appropriate clothing, outdoor walking shoes and 

indoor footwear; fitness wear for use in gym and fitness centre (t-shirts, shorts, track pants, clean 

running shoes with non-marking sole); sleepwear (must be worn in event of emergency or dorm 

checks); modest swimwear and towel for recreation (this activity is optional and not always 

available).  

 Money for incidentals (bring small bills or coins as change is limited). There is an ATM on site. Do 

not bring more than $200 in cash. 

 Alarm clock or watch (without a radio) if you need one. Smart Technology is not permitted. 

WHAT NOT TO BRING: 

 More than 1 suitcase and 1 backpack. 

 Electronic or internet-capable equipment including: clock radios, cell phones, tablets, laptops, 

stereos, video games, TVs, mp3 players, smart watches, or electric blankets. 

 Tobacco products other than cigarettes, including tobacco and products with alcohol dipped 

flavors, and chew tobacco. Cigarettes or e-juices in open containers are not permitted (must arrive 

new/sealed). 

 Revealing clothing and apparel suggestive of violence, alcohol, drugs, gambling, sex or 

discrimination. Leggings must be worn with a top that will cover to mid-thigh. 

 Food, candy, or drinks, including weight altering substances or meal supplements. 

 Scented products or products containing alcohol, hemp, CBD or scents including: perfume or 

cologne; mouthwash; nail polish or polish remover; aerosol hairspray; essential oils, strong 

smelling lotions, etc. (Alcohol-free mouthwash and hair products are allowed). 

 Weapons (including pocketknives), compact mirrors/mirrors or valuable jewellery. 

 Drug paraphernalia, gambling paraphernalia, pornography and sexual toys/aids. 

 Herbal remedies. 
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OTHER HELPFUL INFORMATION 

• Legal, dental, medical or business appointments must not be scheduled during program dates 

unless approved by the primary counsellor or admission staff. 

• All medications must be handed over upon intake; only authorized prescription medications in 

original packaging or blister-packs will be admitted and returned to the client upon discharge.  

• Any medications or substances that are not approved and/or not in original prescription 

packaging will be destroyed. Lockers and locks are available for safekeeping items. 

• Appropriate footwear must be worn at all times; this includes hard-soled shoes and boots. This is 

to prevent injury and ensure safety in the event of an emergency. 

• Laundry facilities are available. To ensure the integrity of the machines, clients must purchase 

detergent sold in the TRC Canteen. Detergent cannot be brought from home. 

• The TRC Canteen contains some clothing, toiletries, reading materials, snacks, and craft supplies. 

There are no passes to shop or leave the facility. Bring enough items to last your entire stay, or 

make arrangements for family/friends to mail or drop off missing items. 

• TRC is a non-smoking facility. 

o Smoking of cigarettes or e-cigarettes is only permitted in a designated outside area and 

during designated times. There is no smoking permitted outside of the scheduled smoke 

breaks. 

o E-cigarettes are NOT allowed to be used inside the building and are used during smoke 

breaks only. 

o Chewing tobacco is not allowed to be used on the property or during programming. 

o TRC does not sell tobacco products. Bring enough for your entire stay here or make 

arrangements for cigarettes to be dropped off. Cigarettes and e-liquid containers must be 

in new and sealed packages. Opened packages will be disposed of. 

o Staff cannot purchase cigarettes or any other tobacco product for clients. 

• You are here to focus on your wellness. There is no Internet, cell phone, or television access. 

• You are allowed two, fifteen-minute phone calls per week on our pay phone. A phone card is 

required; long distance cards can be purchased at the Canteen or you may bring your own. 

• Visiting hours are restricted. Detox clients are not eligible for visitors. Program clients are eligible for 

visitors if they have been in TRC building for 7 days. Visiting hours are assigned (Sunday 

afternoons between 1 – 4 p.m.)  All visitors must be pre-approved by the client’s counsellor, and 

will be notified if approved, and of designated time. COVID-19 regulation adherence is mandatory.  

• Weekly ZOOM calls are available during scheduled times to clients who are unable to have in-

person visitors.   

• Clients are responsible for their own transportation, spending money, approved tobacco products, 

and personal care items including additional over-the-counter medications. These are not provided by 

TRC. 

• We are not responsible for lost or stolen jewelry, money or other valuables. 

 

 

 
The seasons may change during your time here. 

Try to pack layers and weather-appropriate items. 
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ADMISSION PROCESS 

WELCOME! 

Upon arrival, you are welcomed by our Admissions, Intake, and Support Worker team. 

You can expect: 

• A staff member to take your temperature and ask a series of health-related questions specific to COVID-19 

screening. You will be asked to sanitize your hands and mask before proceeding into the building.  

(You will continuously mask for the first 14 days and as directed thereafter). 

• A brief discussion with our team to review your Contract and finalize any payments (if 

applicable). You’ll also get your photo taken.  

• Only admitted clients and staff are permitted beyond the main foyer. All food and drink must be 

disposed of prior to entry. 

• A thorough inspection of your luggage to ensure the appropriateness of items that are in the 

centre. Any items not allowed will either be disposed of or locked until your departure. Please 

see the Packing Checklist and Dress Code for more information. 

• An interview with our medical team to assess your needs, as well as a drug and alcohol test, and 

a gown search. 

• A tour of the facility and introductions to other clients and TRC Team Members. 

• A review of the daily schedule and resources available to you. 

• Once your admission process is complete, you will be asked to move into your dorm and unpack: 

o Your belongings will be transported in large baskets—please return them to Intake once you’ve 

finished unpacking. 

o Luggage and bags are locked away for safe keeping. 

 

ORIENTATION 

• New client orientation takes place Monday to Friday 

at 4:00 PM with a TRC Team Member and Peer 

Mentor. Meet in the Community Circle. 

• Feel free to ask any questions. We’re all here to 

help you. 

• Ask your Peer Mentors for guidance on adjusting to 

life at TRC. 

 

VALUABLES 

• You are assigned a locker and provided with a 

lock and key. 

• Keep your valuables (jewellery, wallet, non-

perishable snacks) in your locker. 

• TRC is not liable for lost, stolen, or damaged property. 

• Any items left at TRC will be stored for 30 days. If the property is not claimed, they will be 

donated or disposed of. 

 

 

At any point in 

time, you can ask 

questions or 

request 

clarification. We’re 

here to help you. 
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WHAT TO WEAR 

APPROPRIATE CLOTHING 

We require that firm-soled shoes are to be worn at all times when outside of the dorm rooms, both in the 

event of an emergency and for general safety. Clients are responsible for the appropriate clothing of their 

visitors. 

 

Daily Activity: 

• Casual pants & jeans 

• Knee-length shorts 

• T-shirts and blouses 

• Vests, sweaters or sweatshirts 

• Flat footwear with firm soles 

• Knee-length or longer skirts and dresses 

Sport Recreation: 

• Any athletic wear that is not in conflict with “unacceptable clothing” guidelines. 

• Non-marking soled shoes. 

o Indoor pair of runners - recommended to preserve the integrity of our gymnasium floor. 

• Modest swimsuits for outings to the pool (No bikinis or speedos permitted).  NOTE: pool outings may not be 

available during your stay. 

Additional Guidelines: 

• Supportive undergarments are to be worn when outside of the dorm. 

• Pyjamas are not acceptable outside of the dorm. 

• Underpants are to be worn at all times, including to bed. This prevents any awkward situation in 

the event of an emergency or wake-up-call. 

 

UNACCEPTABLE CLOTHING 

• Items that are intended for the beach, workouts and other outdoor activities. 

• Items that expose undergarments and/or underwear. 

• Items that expose the abdomen, chest, or buttocks. This includes: 

o Off-the-shoulder tops, thin-strap tank tops, and halter tops; unless worn under an acceptable cover. 

o Crop tops or cut-offs. 

o Yoga pants or leggings; unless worn with a tunic or top that meets the mid-thigh. 

• Shorts, Skirts or dresses that are shorter than 4” above the knee. 

• Soiled, ripped, frayed garments. 

• Items with logos or prints that may be deemed offensive, inappropriate, or contrary to the mission 

of our Centre. 

• Footwear that has a thin and/or foam sole (most slippers, flip-flops). 

• Pajama pants, when worn outside of the dorm. 

• Hats, sunglasses, hoods and/or bandanas when worn during programming. 

• Sunglasses worn inside. 
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With a lot of new faces and new activities, it can seem hard to find a new rhythm. To help, TRC strives to 

provide a consistent program to everyone and as such, we have firm expectations. Failure to comply with 

any guidelines within this handbook may result in premature discharge from the program. 

 

RECOVERY-FOCUSED LIVING  

During any length of stay here at TRC, this is your home. So, there are some steps to take to make sure 

you’re comfortable, safe and a part of the community. All activities planned have a purpose and significance 

to the recovery process. These regulations may seem restrictive at first, but they help you understand the 

consequences of your actions and prepare you for life in the “real world”. It is mentioned a lot, but by taking 

care of the little things, the big things become more manageable. 

 

WE EXPECT 

• Your participation in treatment and recovery planning. We’re here to help you, not do it for you. 

o Some activities may be new to you. Keep an open mind and give it your best effort. 

• Adherence to the schedule. Sessions begin promptly at the times indicated. Those late will not be 

admitted into the session and will be required to work on an assignment until the next activity. 

o Alarm clocks and watches without smart-technology are permitted. All other electronics are 

prohibited. 

o You may request one wake-up call at 6:30 am on weekdays and 7:30 am on weekends. 

o Unexcused absences hinder your successful completion of the program. Your attendance 

record is noted in your discharge summary. 

▪ If you are ill or in pain, speak with the nurse on duty immediately and before the next 

session. Given your condition, the nurse may or may not provide you with an excused 

absence note. 

• Maintain healthy boundaries with peers and TRC Team Members. 

See Therapeutic Relationships p. 37 

o Platonic relationships only. In-house romances will not be tolerated and are subject for 

immediate discharge from the facility. 

o No giving or receiving of gifts. This includes lending money, lending or selling cigarettes, buying 

each other snacks from the Canteen, or crafted items. 

o Respect other’s personal space by maintaining social distancing and masking as directed. 

Intimacy will be addressed and may result in immediate discharge. 

o Positive and supportive verbal and non-verbal communication. Swearing, sexual, aggressive, 

discriminatory, and violent language or behaviour is not acceptable. Horseplay and wrestling 

are also deemed inappropriate and unsafe. 

• Respectful use of facilities: 

o Tidy and clean up after yourself—reset chairs and tables, wipe up messes, put items away. 

o Only use whiteboards provided to hang posters, pictures or other information in your dorm and 

in common areas. Use of tape and tacks on walls and doors will damage the surface. 

o Cleaning your living space and linens. 

o Clean footwear indoors. 

o No feet on the furniture. 

o Keep 4 on the floor—do not lean back on chairs. 

o No food or drink other than water in a clear bottle beyond the Dining Room. 
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o Crafts and art in the art room only; unless otherwise specified for special projects. Store your 

art projects in your dorm to allow others to use the art room space. 

o No smoking or eating in TRC vehicles. 

o The cost of repairs or replacement will be billed to the client for any damages or vandalism 

inflicted onto TRC property by the individual and/or their visitor. 

 

FAILURE TO COMPLY 

We get it; a new place, new faces, new rules, and you’re dealing with a pile of new emotions. Adjusting to 

a new lifestyle in recovery is going to be hard. We hope these guidelines help you feel safe and understand 

what you need to focus on—YOU. 

 
If you’re struggling to adjust, we will work with you to find ways to make the transition easier. However, 

please note: 

• Failure to attend mandatory activities or uphold regulations will result in the revocation of privileges 

such as outings, smoking, and other activities. 

• If you are negligent of these guidelines, schedules, and our policies, or are of risk to other’s mental, 

physical, spiritual, or psychological safety, we will ask you to leave our treatment facility. 

 

ELECTRONICS 

• One of your first major changes may be the lack of electronic devices. We do not permit cell phones, 

smartphones, tablets, computers, or any other communication device so you have time to focus on 

your recovery. Many of these devices are simply distractions from life’s events. 

• Alarm clocks are permitted; however, clock radios are not. 

• Computers are available to assist you with your assignments. 

• You may listen to the approved music on the computers by signing out headphones from the 

Support Workers. 

• There is no internet access. 

• The TV is limited to scheduled movie times and special television events. 

• Telephone access is limited; see Connecting with Friends & Family p.17 for more information. 
 

SCHEDULE 

• Your schedule is enclosed in the Client Binder. Please read it carefully noting the start and end 

times of sessions. 

• Being on-time, accountable, and participating in your own recovery is important. The Detox and 

Residential Program Schedules are to help you build a healthy routine. 

• Get in the habit of arriving early to activities—it will save you time in the end! 

• Most activities are mandatory unless otherwise noted. 

• Access to the smoking area is strict. Smoking outside of these designated times, or not in the 

designated area, will result in revocation of smoking privileges for the community. See Smoking for 

more information. 
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DORMS 

• Dorms are dual-occupancy. This means you will have a roommate. Roommates help keep you 

accountable and prevent you from isolating from the community. 

• Entry into other people’s dorms is prohibited, even when invited. 

• There is no loitering or wandering of other dormitory wings. 

• No food or drinks are allowed in the dorms. Dispose of any food garbage in the kitchen. 

• Make your bed and put away laundry daily. 

• Empty your trash daily. 

• Disinfect your tub and shower after use. Clean your washroom daily. 

• Respect your roommate’s space and belongings. Continuous masking is required for your first 14 days. 

• Common area lights are dimmed at 11:00 pm Sunday to Thursday and at 11:30 pm on weekend 

nights. 

• Quiet time is from 11:30 pm to 5:00 am each day; you will need to remain in your dorm unless 

there is an emergency. 

LAUNDRY 

• Clients are expected to wash their linens regularly. See Infection Prevention & Control p.24. 

• Clothing and other personal linens are to be washed regularly to limit bacteria growth. 

• Only the laundry detergent provided in the Canteen is permitted for use in the machines. This 

prevents any misuse of chemicals. 

• Fabric softener is optional and also available for purchase in the Canteen. 

• Empty your pockets prior to washing to prevent damage to machines. 

• Notify any TRC Team Member if something is not working. 

• Keep the Laundry Rooms tidy by wiping up dust and grease and turning off the lights. 

 

CHORES 

• You will be assigned a new chore each week. 

• The Chore list is posted each Sunday night on the Dining 

Room Whiteboard. 

• Your participation in keeping our community clean is 

mandatory. 

• Everyone is to help clean the dining room before moving 

onto their assigned chores. 

• Advise the CSW on shift once your chore is complete to 

• Chores include (but are not limited to): 

o Sweeping & Mopping Floors 

o Emptying the Garbage 

o Community Bathrooms 

o Dusting 

o Watering Plants 

• Each individual's ability is taken into account before the chore assignment. 

• Equipment and safety gear is provided. Gloves are mandatory for all chores. 

be marked in attendance. 

 

 

By taking care of 

the little things, 

the big things 

become more 

manageable. 
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COMMUNITY MEETINGS 

Community meetings are held three times a week: Tuesday Afternoon, Thursday Evening, and Saturday 

Afternoon. This is an opportunity to address concerns, celebrate successes, review safety procedures, and 

connect as a community. All TRC Team Members and clients are required to attend these meetings in order 

to be an active participant in the recovery community. 
 

 

RAISING CONCERNS 

If you have a question, comment, or concern about your safety or the quality of care at the Thorpe Recovery 

Centre, bring it up immediately to any TRC Team Member. You can also make an anonymous suggestion 

in the Your Voice Suggestion Box by the Community Circle. Often, your concern will need to be discussed 

by management and/or the Occupational Health & 

Safety Committee for resolution—these will be posted 

in the Dining Room. 

 

If you have a concern about something that impacts the 

greater community, discuss it with your Peer Mentor 

prior to the next Community Meeting. 

 
Resolutions will be addressed in the following 

Community Meeting and/or in person. 

 

CONNECTING WITH FRIENDS & 

FAMILY 

M         MAIL  

We highly recommend corresponding by letters. Mail is 

collected and sent out 2 x week. Please see Contact Us 

for our mailing address. All mail including parcels 

received will be inspected (see What to Bring p.10 for 

approved items). 

 

 

TELEPHONE USE 

• Consult with our on-site Social Worker if you have additional telephone needs for business or 

personal affairs (probation etc.). 

• Telephone privileges are prohibited for clients in Detox and Transition. Once a client starts the 

42-day Residential Program, they will receive two 15-minute telephone vouchers for the 

remainder of that week. Residential Program clients will continue to receive two 15-minute 

telephone vouchers on Mondays of each week. 

 

 

 

Community meetings are 

3 times a week and a 

great way to bring up any 

safety concerns you may 

have. Talk to your Peer 

Mentor for more 

information. 
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• TRC Team Members do not take messages for clients. 

• Personal calls are limited to two 15-minute sessions per week. Telephone access is indicated on 

the Program Schedule in 15-minute intervals. Times are set to not interfere with vital programming. 

o All long-distance calls require a phone card. Clients are encouraged to bring their own or 

purchase one from the Canteen. 

o Calls are initiated by the CSW who activates the phone upon presentation of a valid 

voucher. 

o If the client is late to their time slot, they must finish their call at the scheduled time for the 

next person. 

o If the call recipient does not answer, the client can notify the CSW who will return the 

voucher to try again another time. 

VISITATION 

Being away from home and loved ones is hard. We encourage friends and family to coordinate a visit at 

least once during a client's treatment. 

• Visitation is for Residential Treatment Clients only who have been in programming for seven or 

more days. 

 

VISITING HOURS ARE SUNDAYS BETWEEN 1-4 

P.M. –  SCHEDULED TIMES ARE E-MAILED PRIOR 

TO VISIT 

• Maximum four (4) immediate (adult) family 

members. 

o No limit on minors – however; if over 2 

years of age must be able to 

continuously wear a mask (under 2 

years not required to mask) - all minors 

must be supervised  

• All visitors require authorization by the Primary 

Counsellor and Client by the Thursday prior to 

visiting day, no exceptions.  

• Visitations are held in the gymnasium. All 

visitors must sign in at the Gym Entrance (North 

side of the building) and perform the COVID-19 

Assessment, and accept the Infection 

Prevention and Confidentiality Agreements. 

• You and your visitors must remain masked and 

must maintain a continuous physical distance 

of 1 meter. (Limited touch from minors allowed). 

• Visitors are not allowed to use the client 

smoking area. Visitors may smoke outside the 

front gates where ashtrays are provided. 

 

 

 

Clients are 

responsible for their 

visitor’s behaviour, 

adherence to dress 

code and COVID-19 

regulations. Review 

these guidelines 

prior to your visit. 

For your safety: 

• All agency policies and procedures apply; clients are responsible for their visitor’s behaviour. 

• Leave valuables in your vehicle and outside food, drinks or baking (are not permitted entry into the facility). 

• Visitors are asked to abide by our Dress Code. 

*Regulations are subject to change as determined by 

conditions around COVID-19 - at the facility’s discretion.  
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• Any gifts or dropped-off items must be inspected by a TRC Team Member before they are given to 

the client. 

o Alcohol-free personal care items only. 

o Cigarettes and e-cigarette liquids must be in sealed containers. 

o See the see What to Bring p.10 for all other permitted items. 

 

COMMUNICATION 

Within the 6-week program, you will experience a lecture on healthy community. However, here are some 

key points to keep in mind: 

• Keep it positive and recovery-focussed. 

• If you have a concern or issue, bring it up with your Peer Mentor or any TRC Team Member. 

• Positive language, including your body language, is encouraged. 

o Sit up straight 

o Be an active-listener—use eye contact, turn towards the speaker. 

• Drink/drug-a-logging (stories focused on active use) will not be tolerated. 

• For communication with external contacts, including phone and email access, see Keeping in 

Touch. 

 

OUTINGS 

• Recreational Activities 

• Recovery Events 

• Offsite Support Group Meetings 

• Volunteering 

• Cigarette Purchase Runs 

Note: Outings will be planned dependant upon COVID-19 conditions and under approval from Alberta Health 

 

ELIGIBILITY 

You must earn the opportunity to participate in outings. This includes being active in your recovery, 

attending programming, and showing the TRC Team that you can abide by guidelines and social norms. 

o Recreational outings (not meetings) require at least 10 days in programming prior to being 

considered eligible. 

o Eligibility may vary week-by-week. 

SIGN UP 

• You will be notified of an outing at the Saturday Community Meeting. 

• Sign up sheet will be posted outside the Support Worker Office. Not all those who sign up will be 

permitted to attend due to the vehicle or staff limits. 

• Outing attendance is tracked and rotated to ensure everyone may have a chance to participate. 
 

EXPECTATIONS 

• All TRC guidelines, policies, and procedures apply while on outings. This means: 

o No smoking 

o No food or drink in the vehicles or entering the facility 

o Upholding healthy boundaries, social distancing and masking as directed 
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• Any direct costs for recreational activities are included in your fees. 

• Inspections following outings will be conducted by a CSW prior to entering the facility. 

 

SUPPORT GROUP MEETINGS 

12-STEP RECOVERY 

Originally established by Alcoholics Anonymous (A.A.), the 12-Step Recovery method is a world-renowned 

support group style that supports a number of chemical and process addictions. 

 
The Steps include the following: 

• Admitting that one’s life is unmanageable due to their addiction. 

• Recognizing a higher power (ex. God, Creator, Music, Love) can give strength. 

• Reviewing past errors with the help of a sponsor, counsellor or therapist and making amends for 

said errors. 

• Learning to live a new life with a new code of behaviour. 

• Helping others who suffer from the same addictions or compulsions. 

 

While attending Thorpe Recovery Centre, our clients are introduced to the basics of the 12-Steps. We 

incorporate the process by having clients complete their first 3 steps during residential treatment and also 

provide in-house and community based 12-Step meetings including Alcoholics Anonymous, Narcotics 

Anonymous (N.A.), and Codependents Anonymous (CoDA). During the 12-Step meetings, individuals are 

encouraged to share their thoughts, allowing them to feel heard and speak their minds. As clients learn to 

release their emotions in a safe environment fostered by the group, they are able to process thoughts and 

experiences. 

 

Through this, clients can realize the situations that led them to addiction. Upon graduation from our 

program, clients are directed to local 12-Step meetings in their cities and are encouraged to find a home 

group and sponsor, if one is not already established. 

 

 

S.M.A.R.T. RECOVERY 

S.M.A.R.T Recovery is a non-12-Step self-help program for recovery from addictive behaviours such as 

chemical dependencies and/or process addictions. Based on cognitive/behavioural therapies, its purpose 

 

 
A common misconception is that 12 Step Recovery requires religious 

faith. Although there is mention of a higher power, 

it does not have to be “God”. 

Your higher power can be Creator, Love, Music, or even Gravity. 
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is to support individuals by teaching how to change self-defeating thinking, emotions, and actions in order 

to attain long-term goals in recovery. 

 
Tenets of S.M.A.R.T. Recovery include: 

 
• I'm not ‘powerless' over alcohol, drugs or other addictive behaviours. I can certainly use 

some help and I believe I can beat this problem like millions of other people have. 

• My substance use hurts me and others. I may feel good for a short time, but I suffer in the 

long run. It is like the ‘buy now, pay later’ plan of life. 

• S.M.A.R.T. can help me achieve my goal of sobriety, but I can gain power by accepting 

personal responsibility for my life and what I put into my body. 

• There are better ways of coping with life than intoxicating myself. Once I learn these ways, I 

will be willing to give up my addictive behaviour permanently. 

• I can learn from others and enjoy their support without depending on the group for the rest of 

my life. 

 

IN-HOUSE MEETINGS 

• Support Group Meetings are held daily in-house; your attendance is mandatory. These meetings 

are peer-run with supervision by a TRC Team Member and help you find what resources are 

available in your community, and learn how these meetings are conducted. 

• The Wednesday 12-Step Meeting includes members of the community. If you wish to attend these 

meetings after you have completed the program, you must have at minimum 3 months of sustained 

sobriety and be active in your recovery (attending meetings and have a sponsor). Approval of 

attendance will be decided by the TRC Team. 

 

OFF-SITE MEETINGS 

• Those in Detox are not able to participate in offsite meetings while in treatment. 

• After 21 days in Residential Addiction Treatment, clients may become eligible to attend offsite 

meetings. Eligibility is determined by your Primary Counsellor and TRC Team. 

o Eligibility may be revoked due to poor attendance and/or participation. 

• Outside meetings are arranged to support your recovery. Failure to abide by TRC policies or outing 

guidelines will result in revocation of this privilege. 

• Sign up for the outside meeting by the Support Worker Office. If approved to attend, gather at the 

After-Hours Entrance (by Detox) at 7:35 pm. 

o See Outings for more information. 

• You can find almost any 12-Step or S.M.A.R.T. Recovery groups near or in your own community. 

• Some off-site meetings may not be available during pandemic conditions, or a facilitator attends on site. 
 

PEER INTERACTION 

A peer group is a group of people who share certain social characteristics, such as age, class, occupation, 

or education and interact on a level of equality. See Our Therapeutic Model on p.5 

• You will notice on your schedule several blocks of time set out as Peer Interaction. 

• Peers offer and receive mutual support and encouragement in their treatment experience, and their 

recovery gains strength in the process. 
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• This time is for you to work with smaller segments of your Primary Group to work on Peer- 

Interaction (PI) assignments (as noted on your treatment plan), share your results and support each 

other in recovery. 

• Once an assignment is completed: 

1. Pull together a group of 3-5 people from your Primary Group. 

2. Review your assignment with them—receive feedback and make notes. 

3. Have your peers sign the back of your assignment to indicate you’ve completed it in their 

presence. 

4. Hand your assignment into your Primary Counsellor to discuss and receive your next 

assignment. 

NOTE: 

• If you do not complete your assignment, you cannot move forward to the next. 

• Incomplete assignments result in an incompletion of program, which may affect your employment, 

parole, or any other contingency of your treatment. 

 

USING YOUR TIME EFFECTIVELY 

• Peer Interaction time must be spent with segments of your Primary Group. 

• Groups can meet only in these common areas: 

o Dining Room 

o Community Circle 

o Library Room 

o Music Room 

• Ask for help from a TRC Team Member or Peer Mentor if you’re struggling with an assignment or how 

to share your assignment with your peers. 

MENTORSHIP 

Of your peer group, individuals who exemplify healthy recovery skills are chosen by the TRC Team to be a 

Peer Mentor. These individuals are to help their cohorts adjust to life at TRC, hold community members 

 

GIVING FEEDBACK 

• As a participatory peer member, you are expected to give feedback to your peers. 

• Feedback is your honest reaction to not only the content of the material but also the way it was 

presented. 

• Feedback is most helpful when it is delivered in a positive framework—constructive criticism. 

• Feedback is best delivered using “I” statements. 

• Feedback is best received when welcomed/invited and not imposed on the presenter. 

RECEIVING FEEDBACK 

• Be open to what others may have to say. 

• Don’t take comments too personal. 

• Learn to say “Thank You”. 
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accountable, be a liaison between clients and the TRC team, assist in Community Meetings, and overall 

be a supportive leader in the community. 

If you are selected to be a Peer Mentor, your Primary Counsellor will approach you to discuss the role and 

see if you are interested. After that, you will go through a brief orientation; a TRC team member will be in 

touch with you. 

 

VOLUNTEERING 

Volunteering is subject to the Outing Guidelines (See Outings p.19) 

SPCA 

• We have the opportunity to interact with dogs and cats at the shelter. 

• Dress according to outside weather: 

o Close-toed shoes are required regardless of conditions 

o Appropriate outerwear 

o Tall grass in the area may expose you to ticks 

• Only 4 clients may volunteer at the SPCA at one time. 

• The SPCA has its own volunteer guidelines. Familiarize yourself with them before participating. 

• Masking will be required 
 

SOUP KITCHEN 

• For those in extended care (60+ days), your treatment plan will include increased volunteer time as possible with 

consideration to COVID-19 conditions. 

• TRC has partnered with a local soup kitchen for you to engage with the community. 

• Arrangements will be made upon entry into the Extended Care treatment plan. 

 

CANTEEN 

There is no lending money or purchasing items for other individuals (unless it is your visitor). 
 

• The Canteen is located next to the Front Desk. 

o Access times are posted and are subject to change. 

o Clients may only access the Canteen during free time within these hours. Purchases 

cannot be made by clients during mandatory programming. 

• Canteen is stocked with:  

o Personal Hygiene Items 

o Stationary 

o TRC Clothing 

o Recovery-based Books 

o Recovery Coins 

o Snacks (limited to 4 items per day, including only 1 pop per day)  

• The Canteen is not a hang-out. Loitering will be addressed. 
 

DID YOU KNOW? 

The Canteen has recovery-focused books for the whole family. 
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             STAYING HEALTHY & SAFE 

 

GENERAL GUIDELINES 

Your safety and well-being is our priority and we 

require your participation to ensure everyone is 

safe. As such, we have certain policies and 

procedures in place to ensure the safety of TRC 

Team Members, clients, and visitors. Please read 

through these guidelines carefully. 

• If you notice something damaged, missing, 

or obstructing your safety, report it to the 

nearest TRC team member. They will 

forward this information to the maintenance 

department and/or OH&S Committee for 

further investigation. 

• Hard-soled footwear must be worn at all 

times. 

• TRC is a scent-free facility. Limit scented 

personal care products and do not apply 

body-scents or essential oils. 

• TRC is a smoke-free facility. See the 

Smoking Guidelines for more information. 

• A CCTV system is in place to monitor all 

appropriate areas of the facility. 

• For client personal safety as well as the safety 

of other clients in the program, TRC staff will 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 
conduct safety checks requiring him/her to enter your room during the day and night. These 

safety checks will be conducted every night and at the discretion of the TRC staff. 

 

INFECTION PREVENTION & CONTROL 

At TRC, we practice Universal Precautions. This means that we treat every individual as though they may 

have a communicable disease. This is not to make anyone uncomfortable, but rather to protect our clients, 

TRC Team Members, and visitors from any potential infection, including the common cold and influenza. 

You will be regularly screened, directed to practice frequent hand-washing and sanitizing as well as to 

sanitize common surfaces after use. Masking is mandatory during the first 14 days, and where distancing 

cannot be maintained. All protocol aligns with the Government of Alberta’s COVID-19 regulations.  

 

• Wash your hands often and use the available alcohol-free hand sanitizer to prevent the spread of 

infection and disease. 

• Wipe down the telephone, headphones, computer equipment or any other shared surface after 

use. 

• Do not share any personal items including glasses, clothing, cigarettes, makeup, razors, brushes, etc. 

 

 

Your safety is our 

priority. 
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• Cough and sneeze into your elbow. 

• Report any cold or flu-like symptoms, headaches, sore throat, injuries, open cuts, sores or 

bruises—including paper cuts—to nursing for proper attention.  

• Clients are expected to wash their linens at a minimum on a weekly basis. 

• Accidents happen; notify custodial of any heavily-soiled (body-fluids, makeup) linens for 

replacement and proper disinfection. You will be asked to place your soiled linens into a red bag 

prior to delivery to custodial. Wear gloves when handling soiled linens. 

• All clients and staff are expected to participate in the “Deep Clean” that occurs once every 6 weeks. 

• Gloves are available from the CSW office.  

• Hairnets and gloves are required when assisting the Kitchen Team Members. 

• Additional cleaning supplies are available from Custodial Team Members. 

 

 

INSPECTIONS 

PERSONAL  

After returning from an outing or appointment, you are expected to empty your pockets at the main desk. A 

TRC Team Member will also ask for you to flatten your clothing and lift your pant legs to show nothing is 

concealed. We may also ask for you to remove your outerwear for closer examination. 

 

Checks will also be done through purses and bags that are returning into the building. 
 

DORMS 

Dorm Checks are conducted daily by the TRC Team to ensure clients are taking care of their personal 

space and to note any hazards or risks. Clients are expected to tend to any client-oriented issues upon 

receipt of an inadequate inspection. 

 

Random dorm inspections are conducted regularly, in addition to the daily ‘dorm checks’. This practice is 

in place to provide a safe environment. Please do not take the occurrence of these inspections personally. 

 

Dorm inspections will occur at random and are facilitated by all TRC Team Members. You will be advised 

just prior to the search and are permitted to be present during the process. 
 

LOCKERS 

Random locker checks are also conducted to ensure everyone’s health and safety in the facility. 

 

Washing your hands is one of the easiest 

ways to prevent the spread of infection & 

disease. 
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MAIL 

All incoming mail, parcels, and gifts are to be opened with a TRC Team Member present. This also includes 

items dropped off for clients anytime during the week, including visiting hours. TRC Team Members may 

ask to inspect some contents more closely. The purpose of this is to keep prohibited items and substances 

out of the facility and ensure everyone’s safety. 

 

MEALS & SNACKS 

• Note that some people in treatment struggle with disordered eating. As such, we try to structure 

meal times and limit snacking to promote a healthy recovery platform for all. 

• Meal times take place as indicated on the Detox and Residential Program Schedules. 

• If you expect to miss a meal due to an appointment or outing, it is your responsibility to make 

arrangements with the Kitchen Team to set aside a meal. 
 

 

• Please advise the Admissions Team of any food allergies or dietary restrictions. 

• Food and any drinks (other than water) are to be consumed only in the Dining Room. This is for 

healthy-living and pest-control. 

o Non-perishable snacks purchased from the Canteen can be stored in your locker. 
Absolutely no food or snacks to be stored in dorm rooms. 

o You cannot store meal leftovers. If you find portions are too large, ask the Kitchen Team 

to reduce your meal size. 

• A variety of healthy snacks along with sweet and salty treats are available for purchase from the Canteen. 

• No outside food is permitted into the building. This includes baked goods and fast-food items from 

visitors or outings. 

• Water is good for you! Water is permitted all day throughout the facility is stored in a clear, sealed 

water bottle. 

• Caffeinated coffee is only available until 1:00 pm. Decaf is available in the afternoon. All coffee 

pots are shut off at 11:00 pm. 

• Energy drinks are not permitted at any time. 

• Clients are not permitted within the Kitchen unless invited and supervised by a TRC Kitchen Team 

Member to assist with preparation tasks. 

 

Drink plenty of water. 

It helps you stay alert 

and flushes out toxins. 
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M E D I C AT I O N T I M E S 

MEDICATION 

• Not all medications are permitted onsite or to be administered during your treatment. Your 

medications would have been discussed during the admission process and anything that is not 

permitted will be destroyed or sent to your residence by courier at your expense. 

• Medications entering the building upon intake must be in original containers with the correct dosage 

for your entire stay at TRC. 

• All medications are to be turned into Nursing upon admission. This includes any over-the-counter 

medications and topical ointments including: 

o Vitamins 

o Acetaminophen (Tylenol) 

o Ibuprofen (Advil) 

o Analgesic Creams (Rub A535) 

o Cough & Cold Remedies 

• Medications are only to be administered from the Med Room at the designated times listed below. 

If medication is required at any other time, please consult with the Nursing Team Member. 

• You are encouraged to follow physician's orders regarding your medications. Your decision to 

discontinue the medication or alter the dosage without physician approval may result in an 

unscheduled discharge if it is deemed to be a significant treatment issue. 

 

 
 

MORNING 7:30 am – 8:00 am  

 
NOON 

8:15 am 

11:30 am 

– 8:45 am 

– 12:30 pm 

 
(Su, M, T, Th, F, Sa) 

 11:00 am – 12:00 pm (W Only)  

SUPPER 4:30 pm – 5:30 pm  

EVENING 8:00 pm – 11:00 pm    

 

WELLNESS ASSESSMENTS 

Upon admission, you will undergo a wellness assessment by the TRC Nursing Team. This is a non-invasive 

review of your health and may include a drug and/or alcohol test. We will continue to monitor your vitals 

throughout your treatment through scheduled appointments, wellness days, and random tests. 
 

 

SUBSTANCE TESTING 

• At random, you may be asked to provide a urine or saliva specimen for testing. These random tests 

assist in ensuring a safe environment. 

 

WELLNESS DAYS 

• Sundays 9:00am – 11:00am 

• Weigh in 

• Blood Pressure 

• Notify TRC Nursing Team of any unaddressed medical issues 

(8:00 pm – 11:30 pm F, Sa only) 
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CONSULTING PRACTITIONER 

The services of a Nurse Practitioner (NP) are available weekly. Let the TRC Nursing Team know 

immediately if you have an ailment or issue that requires medical attention. The Nurse will determine 

whether it is necessary to schedule time with the NP, if the issue can be handled by the Nurse, or if 

your issue requires emergent intervention.  

Appointments will be scheduled according to the urgency of the ailment or issue and may be rescheduled if  

other  medical  urgencies  arise. We appreciate your understanding if/when there is a need to reschedule 

clinic times. 

 

RECREATION 

• Recreation is a vital component of your recovery. It is a way for you to have a healthy release of 

the feel-good hormone: endorphins and serotonin. 

• Finding recreational activities that you enjoy is part of your treatment. We will do our best to provide 

you with a wide array of activities to help you find what you like best. Please keep an open mind 

when a new activity is offered and try your best. 

o Recreation activities include: 

o Court sports 

o Karaoke 

o Puzzles, Board, and Card Games 

o Arts & Crafts 

o Music 

o Yoga & Meditation 

• Participation in scheduled recreation is mandatory, as noted on your schedule. 

• If you find an activity that is beyond your physical abilities, please speak with a TRC Team Member 

and visit the Nurse on duty. 

• The fitness room is available to you as noted on your schedule. 

• The gymnasium is available during scheduled times. Participation in gym activities requires 

proper footwear: 

o Clean, non-marking soles 

o No bare feet or socks on surface 

• If you have a special talent or skill you wish to share with your peer group, let a TRC Team 

Member know and we can help you lead a class! 

Note: We treat a variety of process addictions. As such, gambling, betting or wagers are not permitted as 

healthy recreational activities. 

 

DAILY WALKS 

▪ After lunch each day, the group takes a walk outside during good weather or participates in a gym 

activity when it is too cold or miserable outside. 

▪ Like all other recreational activities, the daily walk is mandatory (if physically able), and contributes 

towards your attendance. 

▪ Smoking/vaping is not permitted during walks or another scheduled programming. 

 

SMOKING/VAPING 

▪ Not all tobacco products are permitted on-site. Please 

see the Packing Checklist for details. 

▪ Clients who smoke and/or vape are encouraged to bring enough cigarettes or vapes/e-cigarette 

juice for their entire stay. 
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▪ TRC is one of the few facilities that permit smoking/ 

vaping; therefore, it is a privilege. 

• Smoking/vaping is restricted to certain times only that 

do not conflict with the program schedule. 

• Client smoking/vaping is only permitted in the 

designated smoking pad in the courtyard. 

Smoking/vaping indoors may result in immediate 

discharge. 

• Please dispose of your butts in the receptacle 

provided and all vapes must be kept in the CSW 

office. You may retrieve your vape at scheduled 

smoke/vape times and then return to CSW  office. 

• No smoking/vaping on outings or walks. 

• No sharing or lending products. 

• Social distancing is mandatory during smoke/vape times.  

• Thinking of quitting smoking? Talk to your Primary 

Counsellor about our Smoking Cessation program. 

o  Smoking cessation products (Nicorette gum, 

lozenges) are not permitted during scheduled 

activities; only during scheduled ‘smoking/ 

vaping’ times. 

 

TOBACCO PURCHASES 

• Staff are not able to purchase tobacco items for clients. 

• Approved tobacco products may be dropped off (must be new and in original 

packaging) and are subject to inspection. Client-assisted smoke purchase is 

done on Tuesdays.  

• If you wish to purchase approved tobacco products: 

o Submit order at the Front Desk before 12:00 pm noon each Tuesday. 

o Be sure to include: 

▪ First name and dorm number 

▪ Brand, size, the quantity of product 

▪ Cash to pay for the purchase 

o Your product and change will be returned to you. 

 

 

 
Smoking/vaping times 

are firm so they do 

not interfere with 

your recovery 

programming. Not 

following these times 

and COVID-19 

regulations will result 

in everyone losing 

this privilege. 
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              WHAT TO DO IN AN EMERGENCY 

CLINICAL EMERGENCIES 

If you witness or experience a severe change in health or behaviour, alert the nearest TRC Team Member. 

Our onsite medical personnel will attend to you as quickly as possible and if necessary, may refer the 

affected individual to the Lloydminster Hospital. If you are referred to the hospital, you will be transported 

by ambulance. The individual’s emergency contact will be notified and we will correspond with the hospital 

staff regarding your re-admission into programming. 

 
If a medical discharge is necessary, all belongings will be packed by the TRC Team and will be made 

available for pick up by a friend or family member listed on the release of information. 

 

FIRE SAFETY 

BE AWARE 

• All electrical devices, including hot hair tools and razors, must remain unplugged when not in use. 

There is to be no smoking within the facility or during outings and outdoor activities. 

• The facility abides by the County of Vermilion fire bylaws and will comply with any fire bans. 

• Use the map enclosed to familiarize yourself with the location of your dorm and draw the shortest 

exit route for night-time evacuations. 

• The facility initiates fire drills on a regular basis. React as though every alarm is a true emergency. 

In any evacuation, go to the nearest Muster Point: 

o Main Muster Point: Front of the building, southeast corner of the parking lot 

o Secondary Muster Point: Rear of building, near the maintenance shop 

 

REACTION 

• If you see a fire, shout, ‘FIRE’, then proceed to the nearest 

exit and pull the red fire alarm. 

• Do not try to fight the fire. 

• When you hear the fire alarm, or see the flashing fire alarm lights, immediately vacate the building 

through the nearest exit. Walk, do not run. 

•  Proceed to the nearest muster point: 

o Main Muster Point: Front of the building, southeast corner of the parking lot 

o Secondary Muster Point: Rear of building, near the maintenance shop 

• Do not re-enter the building unless instructed by an emergency official or TRC Team Member. 

Give your attention to TRC Team Members for roll call and any further instruction. 

• If and when safe to do so, a TRC Team Member will direct those from the Secondary Muster Point 

to the Main. 

•  In poor weather, and if safe to do so, everyone will be guided to safety in the maintenance shop. 

o For your safety, do not touch any tools, chemicals, or machinery. 
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FACILITY MAP 

MAIN 

MUSTER POINT 

SECONDARY 

MUSTER POINT 
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POWER FAILURE 

BE AWARE 

Planned outages or severe weather may result in power failure. Our backup generator will provide essential 

lighting in common areas and service to key equipment in the building. In the event of a power failure, or 

programming will resume as best as possible. 

 

REACTION 

• Remain where you are; if in your dorm; proceed to the Dining Room if during daytime hours. 

• Flashlights will be available from the TRC Team. Ask to borrow if necessary. 

• Give your attention to TRC Team Members for roll call and any further instruction. 

 

 

TORNADO SAFETY 

BE AWARE 

Often there will be weather advisories if a tornado is expected. A Tornado Watch means that conditions are 

favourable for a tornado. A Tornado Warning means a tornado is occurring or imminent. TRC Team 

Members will communicate any safety concerns with you and will guide you to the safe zone. 
 

REACTION 

• If you see a tornado or funnel cloud, alert the nearest TRC Team Member. 

When alerted of a tornado warning, do not evacuate the building. 

• Proceed to the Tornado Safe Zone in the core of the building: Canteen or Staff Room. A TRC Team 

Member will guide you. 

• Give your attention to TRC Team Members for roll call and any further instruction. 

If there is a touch down/impact: 

o Curl onto your knees, covering your neck and head from potential debris. 

o Follow the evacuation procedure to the nearest muster point when safe to do so. 
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              WHEN IT’S TIME TO GO… 

THIS IS IT! YOU MADE IT! 

If you’ve joined us only for Detox, we hope you have identified your support network and will continue to 

work on your recovery. Please think of TRC if you decide to continue your treatment journey. 

 

If you are completing our Residential Addiction Treatment Program—you’ve just finished 6+ weeks of 

intense work. You should be feeling accomplished, perhaps overwhelmed, and a little nervous to enter “the 

real world”. That’s okay. Throughout your time here, you should have gained the skills to navigate these 

uncertain waters. We hope you’ve also signed up for a continuing care program—either online with TRC or 

in person at one of our partnering agencies—and have also connected with your outpatient counsellor and 

support group. No matter what, know we are a phone call or email away. You can also connect with your 

peer group on SoberGrid. More information is available from your Continuing Care Counsellor. 

 

MARBLE CEREMONY 

When you've successfully completed the Residential Program, we celebrate with a Marble Ceremony. 

 

Marble Ceremonies are conducted at Community Meetings. They consist of 1-2 of your peers (as chosen 

by you) to present you with a marble they have chosen especially for you. Here, your peer(s) share what 

the colours and patterns of the marble signify. Although a small token, it is a reminder of your strengths and 

accomplishments during your short time here at Thorpe. After receiving your marble(s), you will also have 

an opportunity to share with the TRC Community. 

 
If you’re nearing your Marble Ceremony: 

• Ask 1 of your peers to participate in the ceremony. This may be your roommate, someone in 

your peer group, or someone you’re just getting to know. 

 Ask a TRC Team Member for copies of the Marble Letter and give to your chosen Peer. 

o This is a guide for your peer to write what they will say during the community meeting. 

 Completed Marble Letters must be submitted to Counsellors on the morning of the Community 

Meeting to check for appropriateness and provide any recovery-based feedback. 

 

DISCHARGE PROCEDURES 

Note: Regardless of the status of completion, under no circumstance will clients be permitted to depart 

together or rideshare. TRC is not responsible for your transportation to/from the facility. You may ask a 

TRC Team Member to book you a taxi to which you will pay the $25 fare to Lloydminster. 

 

BEFORE YOU GO…  

When leaving the facility, there are a few administrative tasks that require your attention and/or signature: 

• Release of Responsibility (If Applicable) 

Linen Checklist 

• Discharge Checklist 
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• Post-Program Evaluation 

• Medications and lockup items will not be returned to you until you are exiting the facility. This also 

includes your cellphone, electronics, or any other contraband property. 

 

SCHEDULED DISCHARGE (SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION OF PROGRAM) 

Monday to Friday: 10:30 am 

Luggage will be returned to you at 10 am to pack and prepare for your departure. 

Please make travel arrangements prior to your discharge date. TRC is not responsible for your 

transportation to/from the facility. You may ask a TRC Team Member to book you a taxi to which you will 

pay the $25 fare to Lloydminster. 

 

UNSCHEDULED DISCHARGE (WALK/ POLICY DISCHARGE)  

 

If you have decided to discontinue treatment at TRC, you may request your luggage.  

 
If the TRC Team believes that you are at risk to harm upon 

leaving the facility, the RCMP will be notified. 

 

 

COMING BACK TO TRC 

We love to hear from our Alumnus. You can speak with our 

Team to see if you’re eligible to attend our in-house 12-Step 

Meetings on Wednesdays, or when you are approaching 

your 1-year date, give us a call or send us an email update! 

You can share your recovery experience at one of our 

Community Meetings and inspire others. Also, we like 

seeing our former clients! 

 

If you didn't successfully complete Detox by choosing to 

leave, you will not be able to be re-admitted for a minimum 

of 48 hours. If you were discharged for non-compliance, the 

TRC Team will decide whether our program is the best fit 

for your needs. 

 

If you did not successfully complete the Residential 

Treatment Program, you will not be able to be re-admitted 

for a minimum of 42 days. This ensures your peers who 

were in programming during your first stay will not be 

present during your second. 

 

 

 

 
Share your recovery story 

with current clients at 

your 1-year 

sobriety birthday. 
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             CONNECTING WITH FAMILY 

WHO IS FAMILY? 

Family members are defined by the client. Through the Release of Information, the client defines the family, 

friends, and other supports (probation, therapist, etc.), that is to be involved in the treatment and recovery 

planning for the individual. 

 
Clients, at their own discretion, may contact others outside of the Release of Information; however, TRC 

Team Members are unable to confirm the client’s residency at the Centre or provide information. 

 

PROTECTION OF PRIVACY 

TRC follows the Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act as well as the Alberta Health 

Information Act. These two legislations protect your privacy without hindering the effectiveness of our 

services. 

 
All personal and health information under the 

control or custody of TRC, in any format, is 

confidential, and shall only be available to 

authorized personnel. 

 
Authorized personnel collecting, accessing, 

using or disclosing personal and health 

information shall comply with all applicable 

legislation and TRC policies. Authorized 

persons shall use information responsibly and 

appropriately and maintain the confidentiality, 

security, integrity and accuracy of the 

information. Breaches of confidentiality shall 

be considered grounds for disciplinary actions 

up to and including termination. 

 
Some examples of protected personal information of clients who seek professional healthcare include: 

1. Physical and psychiatric diagnoses 

2. Medications prescribed (if applicable) 

3. Reports and clinical notes 

4. Recommendations for further testing 

5. Disclosures in assessments or therapy, and 

6. Certain details in the therapeutic process. 

 
Collection of client information shall be limited to that which is essential for the delivery of health care 

services or other authorized purposes under the Health Information Act, and shall be according to the 

following principles: 

 

 

 

Safety is our priority. 

Your privacy is protected 

at TRC. 
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• Collection shall be with the highest degree of anonymity. 

• The information collected shall be related directly to the purpose of the collection. 

• Collection shall be directly from the client unless the indirect collection is authorized such as 

previous client records in accordance with this policy. 

 
Upon intake, clients are asked to sign a Release of Information that lists who may have access to particular 

client information while in treatment. This list can include family members, spouse or partner, employer, 

counsellor or therapist, and probation officer. Individuals can be added or removed upon client notice and 

signature to amend the document. 

 

 

REQUESTING INFORMATION 

The request and consent to release information must be provided in writing. A faxed consent will be 

considered valid if the authenticity of the individual’s signature (whose information is being requested) can 

be verified by comparison to an existing document. The consent: 

• Must specify the information to be disclosed and authorize its disclosure. 

Must indicate the purpose of the disclosure. 

• Must identify the person to whom the information may be disclosed. 

Must include the effective date of the consent. 

• Must include an expiry date of the consent. 

• Must include a statement that the consent may be revoked at any time by the individual providing 

it. 

• Must contain a statement that indicates the individual “has been advised of the reasons why the 

information is needed and of the risks and benefits of consenting or refusing to consent”. 

• Must be signed by the person consenting to the release of his information or other authorized 

representative. 

DUTY TO REPORT 

There are circumstances where a TRC Team Member is required to release information to the appropriate 

authorities. This obligation is discussed upon intake and signed off as the Limits of Confidentiality 

Agreement which includes: 

• If the client discloses that they have intentions of harming themselves or another. 

• If the client discloses that a child or elder is in imminent risk of being abused or harmed. 

• If subpoenaed by the court, the Thorpe Recovery Centre is legally required to make client files 

available to the judicial system. 

KNOCK, KNOCK… WHO’S THERE? 

Anyone inquiring about the whereabouts of a client will not be given information. A TRC Team 

Member will state that they cannot confirm or deny if that person is at the Centre however, they 

will take the caller’s information for reference. This information is passed onto the client’s Primary 

Counsellor who will speak to the client about the call. It would be up to the client whether they wish 

to reach out to the caller and/or add them to the release of information. 

 
For direct access to the Primary Counsellor, please reference their name when calling the Centre. 
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STAYING IN TOUCH WITH YOUR LOVED ONE 

While in treatment at TRC, clients are encouraged to focus on their own health and wellness. To promote 

self-care, we limit contact to telephone calls, letters, and once-a-week visiting hours. There is no television 

or internet access during programming. Special arrangements can be made for banking or other personal 

and business transactions, however, we encourage all clients to make preparations prior to admission. 

• We will not give out any information regarding a client unless permitted by the client on the Release 

of Information signed upon intake. 

• TRC Team Members, other than the Primary Counsellor, will not take messages for clients. 

There is no drop-in visitation. Visiting hours are restricted to Sunday afternoons and require 

authorization by the Primary Counsellor and client. 

• There is no fax or internet access. 

• Please see Connecting with Friends & Family p.17. 

 

CONTACT BY A TRC MEMBER 

If you are on the Release of Information, within the first few days of the client’s stay at TRC, your Primary 

Counsellor will contact you to let you know how they are settling in. The Primary Counsellor will address 

questions and concerns you have throughout the treatment period and may ask questions of you as well to 

help further develop the treatment plan. The Primary Counsellor will also let you know about the Family 

Intensive and encourage your participation. If you’re interested in attending our Family Intensive, our 

Admissions Coordinator will contact you regarding registration and program dates. 

 

EMERGENCY CONTACT 

There are circumstances when a TRC Team Member will contact the client’s Emergency Contact including: 

• Self-discharge from the program. Also called a "walk" from the program. 

• A significant change in client health or behaviour resulting in a medical discharge or temporary 

referral to emergency services for stabilization. 

• A significant event at the facility including fire, tornado, or other act of nature. 

 

CONSULTATION CALLS 

As active participants working collaboratively for your loved one’s care, follow up conference calls will be 

conducted in the first 1-12 days and last 34-42 days of their 42-day treatment program. This approach helps 

your loved one feel supported and ensured the services they receive are being coordinated properly. 

 

THERAPEUTIC RELATIONSHIPS 

At TRC a Therapeutic Relationship refers to the close and consistent association that exists between the 

client (including their family) and the TRC Team. We also expect clients to uphold healthy therapeutic 

relationships with each other. 

 
The purpose of a therapeutic relationship is to help an individual help themselves in a safe environment. A 

therapeutic relationship allows you to share intimate emotions, beliefs, and thoughts in an unbiased and 

non-judgemental setting. It is important to maintain a healthy therapeutic relationship in order to best 

support you. 
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SUPPORTING YOUR LOVED ONE 

Entering treatment can be a time of great opportunity as well as anxiety for your loved one. As such, people 

with addictions may fluctuate in their commitment toward recovery. 

 
Your loved one may not fully grasp the severity of their chemical dependency or process addiction or may 

deny there is a problem and be resistant to treatment. They may go through a “grieving process” over the 

loss of their relationship with their drug of choice. We ask you to understand that such resistance or 

grieving— accompanied by bargaining and a roller coaster of emotions—is a normal part of the healing 

process. 

 

There will be times when your loved one in treatment will want to leave and we will do our best to have 

them focus on recovery. Bear in mind that such efforts are not always successful and your loved one has 

the right to refuse treatment and leave the facility, thus your understanding and helpful support is crucial. 

HEALTHY VS. UNHEALTHY THERAPEUTIC RELATIONSHIPS 

 
A Healthy Therapeutic Relationship Should: 

✓ Be built on trust and respect 

✓ Feel safe and supportive 

✓ Have firm boundaries 

✓ Be Helpful 

✓ Remain professional in nature 

✓ Set goals 

✓ Be ended upon agreement 

 

An Unhealthy Therapeutic Relationship Should Not: 

 Be demanding or manipulative 

 Involve giving or receiving of gifts 

 Be romantic or physically intimate 

 Initiate a friendship outside of the Centre 

 Feel one-sided 

 Encourage blame and shame 
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EXAMPLES OF HELPFUL SUPPORT:  

✓ Understanding your loved one’s fluctuations in their commitment to recovery. 

✓ Listen and be supportive without judging. 

✓ Do not make hasty decisions. Stay calm and give the treatment process time. 

✓ Do not assume that because your loved one is not happy in treatment that they are having problems 
with the style of therapy. This may be part of a natural process of finally accepting the addiction. 

✓ Do not feel like you have to rescue your loved one from their own upset feelings during treatment. 

✓ Give your loved one time and space to come to terms with their own recovery program. 

✓ Do not try to make your loved one feel guilty for being in a recovery program even if they are unable 
to help out with responsibilities at home. 

✓ Ask the counsellor assigned to your loved one if you have any questions about the recovery 
program. 

✓ Learn about ways to start your own healing process by attending the Family Intensive (p.8) that 
is offered monthly. 

 

EXAMPLES OF UNHELPFUL SUPPORT 

 Agreeing with and supporting your upset loved one without understanding the full situation. 

Remember that you may be hearing only the part of a story your loved one wants you to know in 

order to justify leaving treatment. 

 Minimizing the addiction problem and accepting that your loved one will get help at home if they 

want to. 

 Distracting your loved one from their recovery process by asking them for constant attention and 

assurance of being loved. 

 Telling your loved one that you feel jealous about the time that they are spending focusing on 

recovery. Remember that your loved one in a recovery program is working to become well. 

Therefore, treatment is an investment for the future. 

 Assuming that your loved one in recovery is trying to be someone else or is under some “cultish” 

influence. They will learn new words and ways of communicating as a constructive part of the 

recovery process. Seek to understand the new language instead of feeling concerned by such 

changes 
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EMERGENCY SUPPORT PHONE NUMBERS 

Below are Emergency Support numbers we provide upon Discharge to help support your loved one in 

their journey to recovery: 

 

• Thorpe Recovery Centre:  1-877-875-8890 

• Alberta Mental Health Crisis Line: 1-877-303-2642 

• Alberta Addiction Help Line:  1-866-332-2322 

• Saskatchewan Crisis Line:  1-866-456-4566 

• AA Hotline:    1-780-875-3571 

• Lloydminster Men’s Shelter:  1-306-825-3977  

• Lloydminster Interval Home:  1-780-875-0966  

• Child & Family Services:   1-780-871-6402 (AB)  1-306-820-4267 (SK) 

• Narcotics Anonymous:   1-780-421-4429 (AB)    1-306-652-5216 (SK) 

• Gamblers Anonymous:   1-780-463-0892 (AB)   1-306-781-9522 (SK) 

 

 

 

 
  

 

There will be times when your loved one in treatment will want to leave 

and we will do our best to have them focus on recovery. 



 

 

 

Thorpe Recovery Centre 
PO Box 291 

21060 Tranquility Way  Blackfoot, Alberta  T0B 0L0 

 

780.875.8890 | 1.877.875.8890   

 info@thorperecoverycentre.org | thorperecoverycentre.org 


